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BULLHEAD CITY — The Mohave County Airport Authority is dipping into its cash 
on hand to pay off an outstanding loan early, a move that will save the operator of 
the Laughlin/Bullhead International Airport more than $100,000 over the next 
eight years. 

The MCAA board of directors voted unanimously to pay off a $1 million loan held 
by Arizona National Bank. The original loan was taken out in 1996, Airport 
Director Jeremy Keating said, and was refinanced by different financial institutions 
over the years to pay off various airport projects and purchases. 

Board Treasurer Ray Winslow, in his finance committee report at Tuesday's 
quarterly board meeting, said Arizona National Bank holds two separate airport 
loans, one of about $1.5 million and one at $1 million. 

"It looks like it would be to our benefit to pay off one of these loans," Winslow said 
after reporting that the authority has more than $2.5 million in its cash account. 

Keating said the 2.75% fixed-rate loan was scheduled for payoff in 2030. But by 
paying it off now, he said, the airport would save "$117,000 in interest over the 
rest of the term." 

The board voted without opposition to authorize Keating to pay off the debt. 

Winslow said the airport suffered a $30,000 operating loss during the last year, 
but had "more than enough CARES Act money to last us a couple of years." 

The airline and airport industries were hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic as air 
traffic — both private general aviation and commercial service — dropped 
dramatically nationwide. As a result, airports were eligible for relief funding 
approved by Congress to help fill budget gaps. 

Keating gave a brief report on the recent airport open house — including a visit by 
three military F-18 fighter jets that technically wasn't part of the show but was 
greeting with enthusiasm by the public. 

"Those pilots got off those F-18s and said 'We're just stopping for fuel,' " Board 
Member Jackie Wallin, of the Laughlin Tourism Commission and Laughlin 
Chamber of Commerce, said. 
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Keating said the open house was "a lot of fun" and brought "a lot more people 
than we expected" to the airport. 

"We did not count," he said, before adding that estimates were that between 
1,000 and 1,500 people visited the airport that day. 

The success of the open house and past events at the airport provided validation 
for consideration of an April 2023 airshow at Laughlin/Bullhead International. The 
board gave Keating and his staff authority to move forward on setting up a show. 

"We're still very early in stages here," Keating said, suggesting that the first order 
of business will be to secure partnerships and sponsorships from both sides of 
the river while working with an airshow consultant to see what is available. 

The board was told that Don Laughlin's Riverside Resort Hotel & Casino is 
suspending its charter flight program for four months, starting in May, and likely 
will do so again next year. 

"We don't really have any numbers on what that will mean yet," Keating said. "It 
will impact our revenue, but it will impact our expenses, too. We won't have to pay 
the costs associated with receiving those flights." 

Following the 45-minute regular meeting, the airport authority made quick work of 
its annual general membership meeting, re-electing both members whose terms 
were expiring this year, Ardie Lauxman and Troy Teske. 

Members then voted without any discussion or opposition to retain the current 
roster of board officers — Lauxman as president, Denise Berry as vice president, 
Winslow as treasurer and Jena Morga as secretary. 

The next MCAA board meeting will be July 19 at the Bullhead City School District 
board office, 1004 Hancock Road. That meeting — and Tuesday's — were moved 
from the airport because of ongoing construction in the main building, where the 
holdroom is undergoing expansion and renovation. 

 


